Urgent! Russia at DEFCON 2, Orders All Bomb
Shelters in Moscow Open, Doctors & Nurses
Now on Duty!
• Russia is at DEFCON II. Defcon II is one step before an all-out
nuclear war. Russia is now at DEFCON II, because they
anticipate NATO will attack Moscow to try to take out Putin.
• Putin has ordered all bomb shelters open in Moscow, and
ordered doctors, nurses, and operating rooms into the bomb
shelters.
• Belarus has opened up 5,000 bomb shelters.
• The U.S. mid-term elections are coming up, so starting a war
would be a good excuse to cancel U.S. elections and stay in
power.
• India, Vietnam, and China have all ordered their citizens to
leave Ukraine.
• U.S. and Europe are also at DEFCON II now.
• If the largest dam on the Depna River (in the Russian-claimed
area of Ukraine) is bombed, it will:
o destroy the water supply for a major nuclear power
plant, causing a nuclear catastrophe,
o cause major flooding,
o destroy the civilian population that voted to join Russia –
tens of thousands of people would die, causing a massive
humanitarian disaster,
o isolate a large group of Russian troops on the other side
of the river, making them vulnerable to being encircled
and attacked, and
o cut off the source of water for southern Ukraine,
including Crimea.
• Ukraine has a motivation to blow up the dam
o If the nuclear cloud floats over NATO countries, Article 5
could be activated and NATO would become directly
involved in the war with Russia.
• Ukraine and NATO have been launching missiles to attack the
dam since September 18, using the HMARS missiles provided by
the U.S.

• Ukraine has also placed sea mines in the river, which will flow
down the river, so when they float down and hit the dam, they
will blow up the dam.
• Whatever happens to the dam, the mainstream media will
blame Russia, and be the excuse for NATO to become directly
involved.
• I believe this is the false flag attack that will get NATO directly
involved in the war. [Another could be the explosion of a dirty
bomb in Ukraine, in which each side blames the other.]
• The former general in charge of all NATO forces in Europe, Ben
Hodges, advocates the de-imperialization of Russia
(destruction of Russia) into a multitude of many small states.
• Sergey Lavrov, the Russian foreign minister stated there is no
reason to have a diplomatic presence in the U.S. and western
European nations [in other words, there is no possibility of
compromise or negotiating for peace].
• So they are going to cut off all communications to the U.S. This
is just one step away from war.
• The Russian ambassador to the U.S. stated: “The U.S. has long
crossed all red lines we have set. He pointed to the
destruction of the Nordstream pipelines. Russian and American
relations are at an all-time low. The U.S. still has a primary
goal of the destruction of Russia.”
• All U.S. and Russian communication channels have been cut
off, and it is likely that Russia will soon withdraw its
ambassador from Washington, D.C.
• Large movements of American and Polish military forces have
taken place to the border of Ukraine.
• Poland is now preparing its military forces to engage in war.
• The militarization of neighboring states is accelerating,
especially in Poland.
• Poland is quickly establishing capacity to handle an additional
20,000 NATO troops.
• American and Polish troops – tens of thousands of troops are
now being activated.

• The U.S. 101st airborne and 82st airborne divisions have now
been moved to Poland within a few miles of the border with
Ukraine, and are conducting live-fire exercises.
• Russia, China, and North Korea have hypersonic missiles that
are tested and operational, and we do not.
• We could see nuclear weapons used in the battlefield soon.
• The tragedy is that in the U.S. we don’t have bomb shelters for
the public.
• We are one step away from nuclear war.

